HeartStrings Pattern: H57 - 9055

Shallow Tri Shawl PAGE ONLY
SAMPLE
The wide-angle construction of this lacebordered wrap results in a flattering cross
between triangle shawl and long stole. The plain
garter stitch center area allows the colors of
hand-dyed yarns to be highlighted in a lacy
garment in a simple, yet effective way.
The beaded lace border is worked at the same
time as the body of the shawl, and frames the
shallow triangular garter stitch area on all three
sides. Beads are placed on stitch loops with a
small crochet hook and knitted in as needed.

To left and right:
examples of the
Shallow Tri worn in a
non-traditional “upsidedown” style with center
point of shawl layered
as a collar.

Sizing 20" long by 62" wide.
Shawl is begun at the point. Length
and width can easily be adjusted
proportionately by working working
more or fewer rows before
completing the shawl with the
upper lace border.

To left and below: examples of the
Shallow Tri worn in a traditional
triangle shawl style either with
front ends left hanging or tied.

Yarn, Beads and Needles
500 yards of lace weight yarn.
US 2 / 2.75 mm knitting needles
suggested.
Gauge: 24 stitches and 33 rows per
4 inches over garter stitch.
280 size 6/0 (4 mm diameter) glass
seed beads, approximately 25 g.
US 8 / 1.25 mm steel crochet hook.
If planning to increase size of
shawl, please allow for additional
yarn and beads as necessary.
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Models shown were knitted in
Claudia Hand Painted Yarns Silk
Lace, color Passion Fruit; Miyuki
beads color #592 Ivory Ceylon
Jackie E-S Design Collections — www.heartstringsfiberarts.com

I strive to make your pattern accurate and complete. If I have overlooked something, or if you have problems or suggestions,
please let me know at HeartStrings, 53 Parlange Dr, Destrehan LA 70047, (985) 764-8094 or Jackie@HeartStringsFiberArts.com

